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Wikipedia for Librarians
Train the Trainer

Training developed as part of the SLIC Wikimedia Residency



How to prepare 
for an Editathon



Who is your 
audience?

 Never rely on the “If you build it, they will come” model

 Find an existing group to work with and plan the event around 
their availability

 Set up an Eventbrite page to keep track of bookings

 Identify the main theme around your event and tap into the social 
media networks of related groups

 Think about tying your editathon in with other events such as 
exhibitions or talks that can draw in additional participants

 Think about running a backstage pass event to give members of 
the public access to special collections they might not otherwise 
get the chance to see.

 Add your event on the Wikimedia UK event page and SLIC 
Residency event page.

https://wikimedia.org.uk/wiki/Events
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:GLAM/SLIC


Event Logistics

Things to plan for:

 Where will you run the event?

 How many trainers will be available?

 How many participants can you manage? (As a general rule, plan 
for 8 participants per trainer if the group have low digital skills or if 
the trainer is new. Plan for 15 participants per trainer if the group 
have good digital skills or the trainer is more experienced)

 Will you provide computers or will participants need to bring 
laptops?

 Do you have budget for lunch/refreshments? Do you need to pay 
for travel expenses for speakers? Consider applying to the 
Wikimedia UK project grants if you’re a member of Wikimedia UK.

 Put in a request for Wikimedia SWAG (contact Delphine Dallison or 
Sara Thomas)

https://wikimedia.org.uk/wiki/Project_grants


Creating new 
accounts

ALWAYS ask participants to create accounts in advance.

WHY?

Most libraries’ IP addresses will either have a block on creating new 
accounts. If there isn’t a block on the IP address, it will still be 
limited to the creation of a maximum of 6 new accounts per IP 
address per day.

What if participants haven’t created a new account?

Always recruit the remote support from a Wikipedia Event 
Coordinator ahead of your event. Event coordinators will be able to 
create accounts for participants as long as they have access to their 
email account (your local Event Coordinators are Delphine Dallison 
and Sara Thomas).

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:CreateAccount


What will you 
be editing?

 Based on the theme of the event, always create a hit list of articles 
to be created or improved that you’ve identified as gaps.

 Check that the topics meet the Wikipedia standards of Notability.

 Look up useful resources to enhance participants research during 
the editathon

 Send out useful links to participants to help them prepare ahead 
of the editathon (Create a Wikipedia account, Getting started on 
Wikipedia, Wikipedia Basics, Visual editor tutorial)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notabilit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:UserLogin/signup
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Contents/Getting_started
https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://thinking.is.ed.ac.uk/wiki-basics/&data=02|01|d.dallison@scottishlibraries.org|87a58229dd124ce86b7508d5ed901c92|6414ad35a3824075ab2600ed2b7adb76|1|0|636676125599533444&sdata=nT9pQWWV7kV0K5pkcD7Eh4IrZEBicAWs2SBzc2D7O%2BI%3D&reserved=0
https://media.ed.ac.uk/media/How+easy+is+Wikipedia's+new+Visual+Editor+to+useF+-+5+min+walkthrough/1_x0jo0cl8/51020161


Event Metrics:
the Outreach 
Dashboard
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https://outreachdashboard.wmflabs.org/
https://www.webjunction.org/explore-topics/wikipedia-libraries/training-curriculum.html


During your 
Editathon



Remember the 
Sign-in Sheet

 All trainers running a Wikipedia event are expected to use the 
Wikimedia Outreach sign-in sheet with their participants, which 
will allow us to keep track and support new editors as they start 
their Wikipedia journey. The sign-in sheet includes the a policy 
which will inform participants of how the information they provide 
will be used by the Wikimedia UK foundation.

 After the event, a scanned copy of the sign-in sheet should be 
emailed to the event coordinator (Delphine Dallison or Sara 
Thomas) for processing.

 Once participants have completed the sign-in sheet, you can use it 
to add participants usernames to your event dashboard (remind 
people to write their username legibly for that purpose).

 Adding participants to the event dashboard will help the event 
coordinator give them confirmed status for the time of the event.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wikimedia_UK_-_signup_sheet_for_Wikipedia_editing_events.pdf&page=1


Creating a 
User Page

 To start your Wikipedia User Page, click on your username at the 
top right of the page. (If you don’t have a User Page, it will show 
up in red)

 The message “Wikipedia does not have a user page with this 
exact name.” should appear. Select the option “Start 
the User:ExampleUsername page.”

 Always select Switch to Visual Editor when starting a new User 
Page.



During the 
Editathon

 Make sure you plan enough time for training and editing

 Adapt the content of your training session to the level of 
experience of your audience. If you have beginners in the group, 
make sure you cover all the information. If the group has already 
taken part in an editathon, run a shorter refresh session on the 5 
pillars of Wikipedia.

 Encourage people with similar interests to work in groups, but 
make sure everyone gets a shot at editing. Pairing beginner 
editors with more experienced ones can make the experience less 
daunting.

 Always start new articles as Draft articles. Remember that draft 
articles can be worked on for a period of up to 6 months if needed.

 If substantially improving an article, you can encourage 
participants to work from their sandbox before copying the 
content into the article when ready.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Drafts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About_the_Sandbox


Common 
mistakes made 
by new editors

 Notability of topic: Editors creating new pages without the 
sufficient number of reliable sources to meet Wikipedia’s 
standards of notability.

 Conflict of interest: Editors creating or editing pages about 
friends, family members or their place of work

 Tone of voice: Editors using weasel words (“Some people say that 
weasel words are great!”) or peacock terms (“The peacock is the 
greatest bird ever!”). Remind your participants not to include any 
personal opinions or assertions they can’t back up with a citation.

 Copyright infringement: Editors copying and pasting text without 
rewording it in their own words (Wikipedia has automatic bots 
that will pick up on this). Adding images to Wikimedia Commons 
that editors don’t own the copyright to or that aren’t available 
under an open license.



Standards for 
moving a Draft 
Article into 
Main Space

A brilliant Start Page on Wikipedia should include the following:

 A lead section

 At least 2-3 headings

 Some internal wikilinks (and other pages linking to the new page 
created – Avoid orphan articles)

 References

 An Infobox

 Categories

 Photos (if available)



How to move 
Draft Articles 
in the Main 
Space

 Once the Draft article has met suitable standards to move into the 
Main Space, select Move in the More menu in the top right corner.

 Change the page status from Draft to (Article) and check that the 
title of the page is spelled correctly. Write “Moving to Main Space” 
in the Reason box the select Move Page. 



Additional 
sources to help 
participants in 
their reasearch

 Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

 Shareable Images can be found through a Creative Commons 
search(which includes Google, Flickr & Wikicommons in its 
search).

 Scottish Bibliographies Online

 Histories of Scottish Families

 British Newspaper Archive Available in the Mitchell Library & NLS 
at Kelvin Hall

 Spartacus Educational is used as a source for history teachers

 Women's History Scotland Suffrage Learning resource

 Ancestry - Available in all Glasgow Libraries

 Find My Past - Available in the Mitchell Library & NLS at Kelvin 
Hall

http://www.oxforddnb.com/auth/login.jsp?
https://search.creativecommons.org/
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues/scottish-bibliographies-online
http://digital.nls.uk/histories-of-scottish-families/archive/93506071
https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/
http://spartacus-educational.com/women.htm
http://womenshistoryscotland.org/resources/new-the-womens-suffrage-movement-in-scotland-1867-1928-a-learning-resource/
https://www.ancestryinstitution.com/
https://www.findmypast.co.uk/


After the 
Editathon



Add templates 
to the talk 
pages

Always add templates to the talk pages of any articles that have 
been created or improved (see example: Marie Lamont Talk Page)

Examples:

 {{new user article}}

 {{Notice|1=This page was created as part of an Editathon in Insert 
Date, held to encourage new editors and create missing articles 
about Scottish history.  If there are issues with this article, please 
offer '''constructive criticism and assistance in improving it''', 
rather than marking it for deletion. Thanks! |heading=Editathon 
article}}

 {{WikiProject Scotland}}

 {{WikiProject Women's History}}

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Marie_Lamont


Leave 
messages on 
participants 
talk pages

See Welcome Draft in User:Delphine Dallison/sandbox for draft 
example.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Delphine_Dallison/sandbox#Welcome_Draft


Additional tips

 Add all the new pages created and their talk pages to your 
watchlist. 

 Add all the participants’ Talk Pages to your watch list.

 Email the Scotwiki Mailing List a list of the new articles created for 
help with tidy up.

 Liaise with your Wikimedia Event Coordinator (Delphine Dallison 
or Sara Thomas) in the event of any conflict arising with the 
Wikimedia Community.

http://lists.wikimedia.org.uk/mailman/listinfo/scotwiki


What if things 
go wrong…

Likely outcomes when things go wrong:

 Edits may get reverted – Engage with the editor responsible for the 
reversion on the article’s talk page or the editor’s talk page. Make your 
case for why the edit should be kept. Remember to be polite and 
constructive. Enlist a more experienced Wikipedian if needed.

 Article nominated for deletion – The article will be given a template at 
the top of the page denoting that it has been nominated for deletion 
and explaining why. There will be a grace period during which the 
community can argue for or against. Ask your Wikimedia Events 
Coordinator for help navigating the process. They can help make a 
case for why it should be kept and help improve any issues in the 
article.

 Article nominated for speedy deletion – The article will be deleted 
straight away bypassing the need for community input. This only 
happens in the event of severe breach of Wikipedia’s policies. If you 
believe this is not justified, the deletion can be reverted. Ask your 
Wikimedia Events Coordinator for help navigating the process. They 
can help make a case for why it should be kept and help improve any 
issues in the article.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Reverting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Articles_for_deletion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Criteria_for_speedy_deletion


When things 
go right…
Wikipedia’s 
article ratings


